In this paper, a procedure is developed for assessing the strength of brick masonry based on homogenization theory. The approach invokes a lower bound analysis whereby plastically admissible stress fields are constructed in the constituents involved, subject to periodic boundary conditions and static equilibrium requirements. The critical load is obtained by solving a constrained optimization problem. The analysis employs a set of specific loading histories such as axial tension, pure shear and biaxial tension-compression at different orientations of bed joints. The performance of this approach is verified against numerical solutions based on finite element analysis. In the second part of this paper, a methodology is outlined for identification of a macroscopic failure criterion that incorporates a critical plane approach. A quantitative verification of this criterion is carried out for different loading conditions and the results are compared with the experimental data available in the literature.
Introduction
Structural masonry (brick/stone, etc.) is a traditional building material that has been used in the construction industry for centuries. The reason is two-fold. Firstly, it is extremely durable and secondly, it has a distinctive esthetic appearance. From an engineering perspective, the latter is in fact a disadvantage, as the microstructure of typical brickwork is quite difficult to handle. Complex arrangement of masonry units, bed and head joints leads to complex failure mechanisms and a strong anisotropic response on the macroscale.
Ideally, the analysis of masonry structures should be conducted at the meso-level, i.e. should incorporate the properties of constituents as well as the details of the architectural arrangement. Such an approach, however, is very time consuming and thus inefficient in the context of engineering design. For large engineering structures, it is virtually impossible to conduct the analysis at this material level, even when using the most 0020-7683/$ -see front matter Ó 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016 All rights reserved. doi:10. /j.ijsolstr.2007 advanced computer technologies. Given the scale of the problem, some homogenization techniques must be employed.
Over the last decade, a number of different approximations have been developed for assessing the homogenized properties of structural masonry. One of appealing approaches is that pursued by Anthoine (1995 Anthoine ( , 1997 , in which the solution at the level of representative elementary volume has been obtained using finite element technique. Other applications of homogenization theory for estimating the conditions at failure as well as macroscopic properties, include the works of De Buhan and De Felice (1997) , Sacco (1997, 1998) , Cluni and Gusella (2004) . While the former two deal with periodic microstructures, the latter one is concerned with non-periodic masonry works. In general, given the complexity of the problem as well as restrictions imposed by inelastic behaviour of constituents, several simplified approaches have been developed incorporating various explicit kinematic/static constraints. Those include the approximations developed by Pande et al. (1989) , Maier et al. (1991) , Pietruszczak and Niu (1992) , etc. Finally, significant work has also been done on development of macroscopic failure criteria for structural masonry. Examples here include the studies of Zhuge et al. (1998) , Andreaus (1966) , Lourenço et al. (1998) .
The primary focus of this work is on the development of a limit analysis approach that employs a homogenization procedure, and subsequent identification of a macroscopic failure criterion for masonry. The formulation of the problem involves the implementation of the homogenization technique within the elastic range, while the properly identified failure criterion enables to assess the onset of localized deformation associated with formation of macrocracks. The failure criterion itself is based on the critical plane approach (Pietruszczak and Mroz, 2001; Ushaksaraei and Pietruszczak, 2002) . In this approach, the conditions at failure are defined in a local sense, i.e. in terms of traction components acting on a physical plane, and the mathematical representation employs a set of material functions specifying the spatial variation of strength parameters. The approach consists of identifying such an orientation of the critical or localization plane, for which the failure function reaches a maximum.
The presentation in this work is structured as follows. First, the homogenization problem is formulated in a general context. Next, the geometry of the brickwork is defined together with specification of the conditions at failure in constituent materials. Later, the failure mechanisms are analyzed for some selected loading configurations, which involve axial tension, pure shear and biaxial compression-tension. Finally, the issue of identification of material functions/parameters appearing in the macroscopic failure criterion is addressed. A number of numerical simulations are performed aimed at the verification of the performance of the critical plane approach and the results are compared with the available experimental data.
Homogenization procedure
In terms of homogenization approach, the strength of a composite is defined by employing the notion of a plastically admissible stress state. The latter is a set of macrostress fields for which the microstress tensors do not violate the respective failure criteria for all constituents involved. In general, for a composite comprising two distinct constituents, the plastically admissible macrostress field is defined as (Suquet, 1987; Lydzba et al., 2003) F ðhr ij iÞ 6 0 m hr ij i 2 A ¼ hr ij ij8x; y; z 2 V RVE f 1 ðr ij ðx; y; zÞÞ 6 0 8x; y; z 2 V 1 & V RVE f 2 ðr ij ðx; y; zÞÞ 6 0 8x;
In the expression above, F is the macroscopic failure function, hr ij i and r ij represent the macro-and microstress tensors, V m is the volume occupied by the constituent m (=1, 2), f m ðr ij Þ 6 0 is the corresponding local failure function for this constituent and V RVE is the volume of RVE, i.e. the Representative Volume Element.
The above approach, by the virtue of the limit theorems, provides a lower bound assessment of strength under given loading conditions. Note that the problem can, in general, be formulated as a constrained optimization problem. The variables here are the respective microstress fields, while the constraints are represented by the failure criteria for constituents, equilibrium requirements and the boundary conditions. In practical implementations, the size of the problem needs to be reduced to a manageable level by postulating, a priori, some idealized stress distributions within RVE. In this case, the solution is not an exact one but represents a lower bound estimate.
The Representative Volume Element is defined as the smallest volume that contains all the essential information about the microstructure. For masonry structures, the RVE can be selected in a number of different ways, as indicated in Fig. 1 . Most frequently, the periodic cells a, b and c are chosen as they are subject to classical stress periodicity conditions, i.e. equality of traction magnitudes on opposite faces of the RVE. These conditions are the direct results of periodicity of the structural arrangement, i.e. the entire structure is obtained here by enforcing periodicity of a unit cell. The RVE marked as d employs the same periodicity conditions; it invokes, however, a smaller volume. In this work, the unit cell marked as f has been selected as being most convenient. The size of the cell is small and the faces are aligned with the principal material triad. In this case, however, the periodicity conditions imposed on the stress field need to be modified. Given how this cell repeats itself within the entire panel, its use requires periodicity with 'translation'. Referring to the sketch on the right hand side of Fig. 1 , the vertical boundaries are subject to classical periodicity conditions. Along the horizontal boundaries though a 'translation' is required, i.e. traction is equal and opposite on pairs B and E, as well as F and C. Note that the periodicity applies, in general, to the in-plane arrangement only, so that the homogenization procedure is restricted to a plane (2D) case.
For the constituents involved, i.e. brick and mortar, the conditions at failure have been described by invoking a Mohr-Coulomb criterion intercepted by Rankine's cut-off in the tension domain. Denoting by r 1 ; r 2 the in-plane principal stresses, the Mohr-Coulomb failure condition takes the form
where / and c represent the angle of internal friction and cohesion, respectively. Here, in order to simplify the problem, a plane stress state was assumed in which the out-of-plane principal stress r z was taken to be zero over the entire thickness of the panel. Note that in reality the condition of r z ¼ 0 is enforced only along the vertical stress free boundaries. The Rankine's cut-off criterion takes the form r 1 6 r 0 ; r 2 6 r 0 ; r z 6 r 0 ð3Þ
where r 0 is the tensile strength. In formulating the optimization problem, the standard relations defining the principal stress magnitudes, i.e.
were expressed in the form
Note that replacing the equality by an inequality in the second relation appearing in (4) is physically admissible and it is introduced here in order to ensure that all the constraints are convex functions. Finally, to complete the formulation of the problem, it is noted that the macro/microstress fields must be consistent with each other. For example, if the macrostress tensor is defined in terms of its principal values hr 1 i and hr 2 i (plane stress conditions) with the base vectors at an angle a with respect to bed joints, Fig. 2 , then the following conditions must be fulfilled
The expressions (2)- (5), together with the prescribed boundary conditions, define the constraints of the optimization problem. The solution was obtained in AMPL environment (www.ampl.com) using the IPOPT solver. IPOPT is an open source code and it is freely available. It uses a primal-dual interior point method to solve general nonlinear programming problems.
In the following section, an example is provided of a lower bound assessment of directional strength properties of masonry. Different loading configurations are considered, viz. axial tension and biaxial compressiontension, and the strength is assessed for different orientations of bed joints relative to the loading direction. The performance of this approach is then verified by conducting a set of finite element simulations for RVE that incorporate a perfectly plastic formulation with an associated flow rule.
A lower bound assessment of strength properties: an example
It appears that one of the most comprehensive studies conducted so far on the strength characteristics of masonry is that by Page (1981 Page ( , 1983 . It involved a series of biaxial tension, biaxial compression and biaxial compression-tension tests at different orientations of mortar joints relative to the loading direction. All tests were conducted in-plane, i.e. no information is available on the out-of-plane behaviour. The panels were constructed in 1/2-scale; bricks had the dimensions of 115 mm · 55 mm · 38 mm and the thickness of the joints was 5 mm, Fig. 3 . In addition to tests on masonry panels, the strength properties of constituents, i.e. bricks and mortar, were also identified. The results in this respect are incomplete; however, the values of the key parameters can be estimated. Table 1 gives the data reported by Page in the article of 1983. Based on this information and assuming some typical values for the angles of internal friction of constituents, the set of material parameters given in Table 2 has been selected. Note that for the loading conditions considered here, the failure mechanism involves the fracture along the mortar joints that is initiated at the interfaces with brick units. Thus, the values of strength parameters /, c and r 0 reflect the properties of the interface rather than mortar; the former being more critical in the assessment of the strength of the panel. In what follows, the behaviour of the panel in axial tension and biaxial compression-tension is examined in detail for the set of parameters given in Table 2 .
Uniaxial tension
For uniaxial tension, the preliminary analysis focused on two basic loading configurations that included the tension in the direction normal and parallel to the bed joints, Fig. 4 . In the former case, the governing criterion is the Rankine's cut-off, Eq. (3). The solution is, in general, consistent with the experimental data; the critical Table 1 Experimental data (Page, 1983) Property Value value of macroscopic tensile stress is 0.24 MPa, which is the value of r 0 for the weaker constituent. The associated failure mechanism involves the tensile fracture along both the bed and head joints, Fig. 4a . The latter result stems from the assumption that the strength properties of head and bed joints are the same. In reality, the tensile strength at the interfaces is lower than that of the mortar, so that the failure occurs along the bed joints (Page, 1983) . The response for tension in the direction along the bed joints is more complex. The failure of head joints is still governed by the Rankine's cut-off criterion. At the same time, however, the transfer of tensile stresses in bricks is accompanied by development of shear in the bed joints. A simplified stress distribution in mortar adopted for the direct tension tests is shown in Fig. 5 . For the assumed stress field, the predicted strength for tension along the bed joints is equal to 0.52 MPa. The corresponding failure mechanism is consistent with that shown in Fig. 4b , i.e. it involves a mixed mode associated with failure in tension and shear.
Referring to Fig. 5 , the stress field is defined here by specifying tractions at the boundaries of the subdomains shown and the notation employs the variables that explicitly appear in the formulation of the optimization problem, as defined in Appendix A. Here, XY 1 is the macroscopic shear stress and XY 2 is a local corrector associated with the transfer of normal stress in the brick units. Thus, in each segment the microshear stress is equal to the sum of corresponding macro-shear stress and the corrector. Since the volume average of the corrector within the periodic cell is equal to zero, the equality between the macro and the average micro-shear stress is automatically enforced. The assumed stress field is used to examine the conditions at failure in mortar joints only, as these are the weakest links in the system. Along the joints, i.e. in segments D, E and G, the stress field is uniform. This is not the case though in sub-domains F and H. Here, XY 1 and X 1 are uniform, while the shear corrector and the vertical stress are functions of x and y, respectively. In order to assess the plastic admissibility in domains F and H, assume a linear variation of the corrector XY (from XY 2 to ÀXY 2 ) and Y (from Y 2 to Y 3 ). Since for both Rankine's and Mohr-Coulomb criterion the failure function F, as defined by Eqs. (1) and (2), is continuous within the domain (including the boundaries), F must have an absolute maximum and minimum. To determine the absolute maximum, which is of interest here, a standard procedure can be followed (e.g. Kaplan, 1959) whereby the critical points inside the domain, along with maxima of F on the boundary, are determined. By examining the partial derivatives, it can be verified that F may have a critical point within the domain, at which it attains a relative minimum. Thus, the absolute maximum must occur on the boundaries of these sub-domains. Now, following a similar methodology, it can also be shown that if F has an extremum along the boundary, it is always a minimum. Given this, one can conclude that, for both Rankine's and Mohr-Coulomb criterion, F takes on the maximum value at one of the corners. Thus, the plastic admissibility of the stress field is checked in a discrete manner at all four corners of the subdomains F and H, respectively.
Note that the stress distribution in bricks is not explicitly defined, i.e. it is arbitrary provided the equilibrium is enforced. In fact, if the equilibrium is satisfied in a weak (integral) sense for each segment, then for an arbitrary continuous distribution, the actual stress field is statically admissible. Also note that the modified periodicity conditions imply that the horizontal component of the macrostress field depends explicitly on X 3 , i.e. the normal stress inside the brick unit, Fig. 5 . It is evident that for XY 2 = 0, a simplified stress distribution is obtained in which the stress state at the boundary of each segment is the same. This, in fact, is the configuration that describes the axial tension in the direction normal to the bed joints. Thus, given that the distribution in Fig. 5 is representative of both configurations shown in Fig. 4a and b, this stress field has been employed for assessing the strength under an arbitrary orientation of bed joints relative to the loading direction.
Biaxial tension-compression
The tests simulated here involved a combination of tension and compression in two mutually perpendicular directions, as shown in Fig. 6 . Two series of simulations were carried out corresponding to n ¼ 0 and n ¼ 0:8. Clearly, the case of n ¼ 0 corresponds to pure shear at 45°. At the same time, n > 0 is a combination of pure shear with superimposed hydrostatic pressure of intensity nr. These two configurations, i.e. n ¼ 0 and n ¼ 0:8, are employed later in Section 5 to identify the material functions/parameters in a macroscopic representation that incorporates the critical plane approach.
For biaxial tests, the stress distribution of Fig. 5 needs to be modified to yield reasonable estimates. The stress field employed here is depicted in Fig. 7 . The primary modification is that pertaining to the normal stresses in the individual segments of the brick unit. In particular, the difference Y 4 À Y 1 gives a rotational couple inside the panel; a mechanism that is similar to that often used for block structures. In order to equilibrate this couple, an additional shear stress corrector XY 3 has been introduced. Once more, the average value of this corrector is zero, so that the equilibrium requirements are enforced. Note that for the two mortar segments in which the stress field is not uniform, the value of the failure function was checked again at all four corners. The latter was based on similar arguments to those brought up in the context of the stress distribution in Fig. 5 .
The optimization was carried out with respect to the parameter r. The results of all simulations, including those of uniaxial tension, are presented in Fig. 8 . It is noted that, for biaxial tension-compression, the failure mechanism is primarily associated with a pattern involving the tensile/shear failure of both the bed and head joints, which is analogous to that depicted in Fig. 4b . 
Numerical homogenization: finite element analysis
In this section, a numerical homogenization is employed in order to assess the accuracy of the predictions based on lower bound analysis. In this approach, the RVE is discretized using 8-noded brick elements, Fig. 9 . A non-uniform mesh is employed to account for regions of high deformation gradients. To ensure the compatibility of strain fields along the boundaries of adjacent RVEs, the periodicity conditions are imposed. The latter require that the displacement fields on the opposite in-plane faces of the RVE be the same except for a rigid body translation (cf. Anthoine, 1995) . For the adopted RVE these constraints read
where U i = const, V i = const and W i = const, Fig. 1 . The numerical analysis has been conducted using COSMOS 2.7 F.E. package with a user-defined material module. The constituents involved were considered to be homogeneous within themselves and were defined as elastic perfectly plastic. Both have been described using Mohr-Coulomb criteria with the Rankine's cut-off in the tension domain, which is consistent with the formulation in the preceding section. The material parameters were the same as those provided in Table 2 . The loading consisted of uniform traction applied along the boundaries of RVE and the analysis has been carried out using an associated flow rule. Clearly, as no a priori assumptions are imposed here on the stress/deformation fields, the results are close to an exact solution for a perfectly plastic material and can be used as a benchmark to assess the accuracy of the lower bound solution.
The key results for uniaxial tension and biaxial compression-tension, at different orientation of bed joints, are provided in Fig. 10a-c . Note that all simulations employed the same mesh, Fig. 9 , regardless of the orientation of the microstructure. Instead, for a fixed orientation of the joints, the traction was transformed to the coordinate system associated with the principal material axes.
For uniaxial tension, Fig. 10a , the lower bound estimate is very close to that obtained through numerical homogenization. In this case, all predictions are, in fact, fairly consistent with the experimental data. Note that the experimental scatter is quite significant here. The failure mechanisms, as obtained through numerical homogenization, are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. For tension perpendicular to the bed joints, the damaged zone (shown in white) is confined to the bed joints. For tension normal to the head joints, the failure mechanism involves a zigzag pattern, i.e. tensile failure along the head joints is accompanied by a shear failure along the bed joints. The above mechanism is again consistent with the experimental evidence.
For the biaxial tests, the orientation of joints plays a significant role in the development of the damage pattern. When the tensile stress is applied along the bed joints, the initiation of damage is confined to the head joints and later penetrates into the bricks. For the tensile stress perpendicular to the bed joints, the damage starts at the bed joint-brick interface. At the advanced deformation stage, a zigzag pattern is observed for most orientations. The comparison of strengths characteristics corresponding to n ¼ 0 (pure shear) and n ¼ 0:8 is shown in Fig. 10b and c. As expected, the lower bound assessment employing constrained optimization yields a lower value of the ultimate strength. All predictions, however, appear to be reasonable within the context of the available experimental data. In general, the lower bound assessment for n = 0.8, which is the least accurate, can be further improved by considering a more complex stress distribution pattern for this loading configuration.
Critical plane approach: identification of material parameters
Implementing a mesoscale approach in the context of real masonry structures is not feasible given the actual dimensions of the problem. Therefore, a more appealing approach is that in which the masonry is considered as a continuum with a strong inherent anisotropy. In general, the identification of properties on the macroscale requires a large number of tests on masonry panels, similar to those conducted by Page (1981 Page ( , 1983 . These tests, however, are expensive and difficult to perform. An attractive alternative is to employ the homogenization procedure, e.g. a simple lower bound analysis as outlined in Section 3, to generate the data on the directional dependence of strength characteristics of masonry based on properties of constituents. This information can then be explicitly used for the purpose of identification of the continuum approach. In this section, a procedure is outlined for specification of material functions employed in a macroscopic formulation that is based on the critical plane approach (Pietruszczak and Mroz, 2001 ). Subsequently, the performance of this framework is verified against a broad range of experimental tests conducted by Page.
Apparently, the strength anisotropy can be described by employing different methodologies. Those include the formulations in terms of principal stress/stress invariants that are enriched by incorporating some tensorial measures of material microstucture. The framework chosen here is that of the critical plane approach. In this approach, the conditions at failure are defined in terms of traction components acting on the critical/localization plane. The orientation of this plane is determined by maximizing the failure function using a constrained optimization analysis. The simplest formulation is the one analogous to that employed at mesoscale, i.e. the conditions at failure on an arbitrary plane are defined by the Coulomb criterion with the Rankine's cut-off. In this case, the failure functions become
Here, s and r represent the shear and normal traction on a plane with unit normal n i , respectively, i.e.
where
The strength parameters, /, c and r 0 , are assumed to be orientation-dependent and are defined as
where / m ðm ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . .Þ, c m ðm ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . .Þ and r 0m ðm ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . .Þ are material constants whereas X ij 's represent a set of symmetric traceless tensors which describe the bias in the spatial distribution of strength. The orientation of the critical plane is defined in terms of maximization of F 's with respect to n i ; s i and the failure is said to take place if
The problem can be solved by Lagrange multipliers or any other known technique (e.g. interior point method). The identification of material constants requires the information on strength characteristics in three distinct configurations. In particular, the results of biaxial tension-compression tests may be employed. It is noted that for all tests involving biaxial tension-compression (including uniaxial tension) the failure is confined to the inplane configuration (Page, 1983) . Consequently, for all these cases we can assume, without a loss of generality, that X 1 ¼ X 3 which results in X 2 ¼ À2X 1 . Thus, the only independent parameter in the spectral decomposition of X ij is X 1 .
The evaluation of parameters appearing in the material function r 0 , Eq. (12), can be carried out using the results of the uniaxial tension, in which the dominant failure locus is the Rankine's cut-off criterion, Eq. (7). The identification process involves determination of the maximum tensile stress envelope at the onset of failure on each individual plane. This is done by calculating the distribution of normal stress in the case when the panel is subjected to uniaxial tension at different orientation of the bed joints, h, i.e. r n ¼ r ij n i n j ¼ f t cos 2 ða À hÞ:
In the above equation a represents the angle between the normal to the plane, n i , and the bed joints, while h is the orientation of the bed joints with respect to the horizontal x-axis. The envelope of maximum normal stress is obtained by maximizing Eq. (14) with respect to h, Figs. 13 and 14. For the Rankine's criterion, the spatial distribution of the tensile strength of the panel must be consistent with the maximum normal stress envelope, Fig. 14 
The identification process consists now of establishing the best fit approximation to the maximum normal stress envelope using the representation (14). The results are shown in Fig. 15 and correspond to the following set of material parameters A conceptually similar approach may be applied for identification of material parameters appearing in the Mohr-Coulomb criterion (7). In this case, however, the problem is more complex as it involves specification of a set of functions, viz. / and c. Here, the experimental data reported by Page for uniaxial compression (1981) and biaxial tension-compression (1983) have been employed to ensure that the Mohr-Coulomb is the active criterion at the onset of failure. The envelope of the maximum normal and shear stresses on each plane is obtained first using the results of tests at different orientation of the bed joints. The spatial distribution of material parameters is obtained by solving the following equations on each arbitrary plane
where fs 1 ; r 1 g and fs 2 ; r 2 g represent the shear and normal stresses on the plane for the panel subjected to a uniaxial compression and pure shear, respectively. The individual traction components can be obtained using the following expressions s 1 ¼ f c sinða À hÞ cosða À hÞ; r 1 ¼ f c sin 2 ða À hÞ s 2 ¼ r u sin 2ða À hÞ; r 2 ¼ r u cos 2ða À hÞ ð 18Þ in which r u represents the ultimate strength for the pure shear, n = 0 (Fig. 6) . Having identified the distribution of tan /, one can obtain the distribution of c using either one of the equations in (17). Given the information above, the required material parameters can now be obtained by establishing the best fit approximation to the corresponding ideal distributions by employing the material functions / and c (Eqs. (10) and (11)). Assuming a 6th order polynomial for the distribution of /, the following material pa-rameters are identified For approximating the distribution of c, it is sufficient to employ a third degree polynomial. Adopting the same procedure as that outlined above, the following parameters are identified for the equivalent cohesion 
Verification of the macroscopic formulation
In this section, the material functions derived previously are employed to predict the directional strength characteristics of brick masonry subjected to different loading histories, using the Critical Plane Approach (CPA). In particular, the performance of the masonry panel under uniaxial tension, uniaxial compression and pure shear is examined for different orientation of the bed joints. The results of numerical simulations are shown in Fig. 17 and are compared with the experimental data of Page (1981 Page ( , 1983 . Subsequently, another extensive set of simulations is carried out aimed at establishing the macroscopic strength envelopes in biaxial tension-compression for a number of discrete orientations of bed joints, viz. 0°, 22.5°, 45°, 67.5°and 90°, respectively. The results indicate a fairly good agreement with the experimental data (Fig. 18) . Fig. 17 . The simulations of (a) uniaxial tension, (b) uniaxial compression and (c) pure shear tests conducted by Page (1981 Page ( , 1983 ) on samples at different orientation of bed joints. 
Final remarks
A procedure has been developed for estimating the strength of brick masonry based on homogenization theory. The approach involved a lower bound analysis whereby a plastically admissible microstress field was assumed in the constituents involved. The critical load was obtained by solving a constrained optimization problem. The performance of the proposed approach was verified against numerical solutions based on finite element analysis. The numerical homogenization was carried out for a representative elementary volume, subject to periodic boundary conditions, and employed a perfectly plastic formulation with an associated flow rule.
In the second part of this study, a macroscopic failure criterion has been formulated based on the critical plane approach. A procedure for identification of material functions has been outlined and a quantitative verification of this approach has been carried out based on experimental data of Page (1981 Page ( , 1983 . The verification employed a broad range of loading configurations involving biaxial compression-tension at different orientation of bed joints relative to the loading direction. The results proved to be quite consistent with the experimental data.
The general methodology advocated in this work is to employ the homogenization procedure to generate the data on the directional dependence of strength characteristics of masonry based on properties of constituents. Given this data, the macroscopic material functions appearing in the continuum formulation can then be identified. Note that in this approach the only experimental information required is that on isotropic strength properties of constituents, which can be obtained from standard material tests.
(ii) Compatibility of micro/macrostress tensors:
